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Disclaimer
The presented results and discussions on VLS-PV and other technologies cost
structure together with application and other aspects are based on interviews,
calculations and personal estimates from the author and other contributors,
as well as references to public sources.
No liability of any kind is taken for the correctness of the data, results, future
projections or used references.
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Elements contributing to
PV power generation cost
 PV system cost
trends highlighted
- modules
- B.O.S. cost (“balance of system“: mounting racks, cables, inverter(s), transformer, …)
- engineering, permissions, …
 Financing parameters
model parameters assumed
- depreciation period
- equity vs. debt ratio
- conditions of loan
- other parameters (subsidies, tax credits, other support schemes, …)
 Running cost
- land lease, insurance, maintenance, …
 Electricity yield
- type of system (stationary, tracked)
- quality of modules, BOS components and system installation (performance ratio)
- site and annual global irradiation
example Germany vs. US
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Degression of PV module price
(gross picture)

Source: Adapted from National Renewable Energy Laboratory
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VLS-PV technology and cost trends
seen on ∼2 year‘s time scale

Sources: EPIA/Greenpeace, Solar Generation V (2008); Strategic Research Agenda of the EU PV technology platform;
personal estimates – see also latest VLS-PV book; example of large-scale stationary flat-plate systems
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Intermediate results
(VLS-PV on ∼2010-2012 time scale)

 Relatively steep degression of PV module costs and prices (-5…10% p.a.)
 Thin film modules at ∼1 €/Wp; crystalline silicon modules at <∼1.5 €/Wp
(these are in fact lower-end market prices seen already 2009!)

 BOS costs depend distinctly on module efficiency
 ∼2 €/Wp installed system costs within reach with several technologies
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Model generation cost per kWh
for future 2 €/Wp PV system
 Assumptions and parameters
- specific investment (installed system):
- site / annual global irradiation onto horizontal surface:
- prospected specific electricity yield (stationary system):
- depreciation period:
- percentage of debt to equity financing:
- interest of loan:
- O&M (operation and maintenance cost; no land cost)
- special parameters (subsidies, tax credits, …)

2,000 €/kWp
1,800 kWh/m².a
1,500 kWh/kWp
20 years
100% debt
5% p.a. flat
2 €-ct/kWh
none

 Resulting power generation cost:
15.33 €-ct/kWh
(similar for tracked PV systems with higher investment / higher yield)
=> 10 ct/kWh within sight for higher-irradiation sites and with
support schemes in place !!!
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Solar resources:
Germany vs. US

Source: SEIA

-> globally, numerous desert sites with higher annual irradiation than 1,800 kWh/m².a
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Overall picture for PV

€/kWh

-> PV on track to 15…10 ct/kWh
power generation cost at large
scale in sunny regions - soon

Source: EPIA/Greenpeace, Solar Generation V (2008)
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Comparison between PV and CSP

(Concentrated)
Solar thermal
Power (“CSP“)

Photovoltaics

electricity generation
through steam cycle

direct conversion
of sunlight into
electricity

paraboloc throughs,
mirror concentrators

solar cells
and modules
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Roadmap for CSP plants

Source: ESTELA / MSP workshop Berlin (Oct. 2008)
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Comparative aspects
CSP

PV

plus
- low-cost storage of heat enables
prolonged operation
-> close to base-load capability
- co-firing of fossil/bio-fuels option

plus
- application flexibility ranging from
decentralized small residential system
to centralized large plant
- applicable in all geographic regions
- comparatively high cost degression on
near-future time scale leads to expectation
of favourably low generation costs
- high competition of suppliers
- comparatively easier maintenance

minus
- only viable as large unit (>50 MWp)
- concentrating technology
-> restricted to high direct radiation and
low haze geographic regions
- comparatively higher maintenance effort
(frequent mirror cleaning)
- water cooling required (or higher cost)
- low starting point but comparatively
smaller degression of power generation cost
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minus
- presently not suitable for base load
because of missing low-cost electricity
storage technology
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Recent public statements
confirming PV and CSP power
cost perspective and relation
According to Photon
International March
2009, p.20:
CSP and PV both at
∼10 US$-ct/kWh in
Southern California.*
Roy Kuga, PG&E:
… in terms of both
transmission and
price, “It’s a toss-up”
* Note: CA legal framework like
tax credits and other conditions
need to be taken into account.
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-> GWp pipeline for
both PV and CSP!
Source: Photon International,
March 2009
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Summary and conclusions

 ∼1 €/Wp module cost and ∼2 €/Wp installed system costs within reach
with several PV technologies
 PV on track to 15…10 ct/kWh power generation cost at large scale in
sunny regions, confirmed by already contracted first VLS-PV systems
 Main differentiator between Concentrated Solar thermal Power (CSP)
and PV seen in application aspects, not cost
 VLS-PV - an economically attractive, viable future power option
in particular for large international initiatives like DESERTEC
and MSP (Mediterranean Solar Plan) !
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Thank you for your attention!
(and thanks to all who contributed!)
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